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Abstract
This paper describes how backward deterministic Büchi automata are defined, what their main
features are, and how they can be applied to solve problems in temporal logic.
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1 Introduction
In their famous 1959 paper on finite-state automata [14] Rabin and Scott prove that
1. the reverse of a given non-deterministic finite-state automaton recognizes the reverse of
the language recognized by the given automaton and
2. every non-deterministic finite-state automaton can be turned into an equivalent deter-
ministic finite-state automaton.
From an automata-theoretic point of view, these results can be interpreted as follows. The
class of regular languages can be defined by either one of the following finite-state automaton
models: forward deterministic, forward non-deterministic, backward deterministic, backward
non-deterministic.
For infinite words, more precisely, for ω-words, the situation is the same as long as powerful
acceptance conditions (such as the parity, Rabin, or Muller condition) are used [8, 13, 10]. For
the plain Büchi acceptance condition (or even the more flexible generalized Büchi condition),
the situation is different: forward non-deterministic, backward deterministic, and backward
non-deterministic automata can be used to define the class of regular ω-languages [2, 3], but
forward deterministic automata are strictly weaker [7]. So, in some sense, if one wants a
“complete” deterministic automaton model with a simple acceptance condition for regular
ω-languages, the model of choice is backward deterministic Büchi automata.
This paper explains how backward deterministic Büchi automata are defined, what their
main features are, and how they can be applied to solve problems in temporal logic.
2 Backward deterministic Büchi automata
Backward deterministic Büchi automata were introduced by Carton and Michel in [2, 3],
where these automata are termed “complete unambiguous Büchi automata” or “CUBA”, for
short.
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6:2 Backward Deterministic Automata
A backward deterministic Büchi automaton is determined by
a finite set of states S,
an initial Büchi condition B ⊆ S,
a final condition I ⊆ S, and
a transition relation ∆ ⊆ S ×A × S which is reverse deterministic in the sense that there
is a function δ∶S ← A × S such that ∆ = {(δ(a, s), a, s) ∣ a ∈ A, s ∈ S}.
In a backward deterministic generalized Büchi automaton the initial condition is B ⊆ 2S ; the
elements of B are called Büchi sets.
The above only describes the formal ingredients of a backward deterministic (generalized)
Büchi automaton. There is also a semantic requirement that needs to be met. It is required
that for every ω-word there is exactly one initial run. This means that for every ω-word
u ∈ Aω there is exactly one sequence r ∈ Sω such that
si = δ(ai, si+1) for every i ∈ ω and
there exist infinitely many i such that si ∈ B.
For a generalized Büchi automaton, the second condition is replaced by:
for every B ∈ B, there exist infinitely many i such that si ∈ B.
Consider the language given by the ω-regular expression (a+b)∗aω, which is described by the
property “there are only finitely many occurrences of b”. There is a simple non-deterministic
Büchi automaton for this language:
a, b
b
a
The reverse of the transition relation is, in fact, a function, but there are no initial runs
for the words which belong to the complement of the given language. In other words, this
automaton must be extended in order to obtain a backward deterministic Büchi automaton
for the language in question. Here is a simple way to do so:
a, b
b
a a
a
b
b
Observe that the second, new component of this automaton has no final states, which is not
surprising, because it is just there to make sure that for every word not (!) belonging to the
language there is an initial run.
The requirement that there must be exactly one initial run on every word has an immediate
important consequence: the automaton obtained from a given backward deterministic
(generalized) Büchi automaton by complementing the initial condition (replace I by S ∖ I) is
a backward deterministic (generalized) Büchi automaton which recognizes the complement
of the language recognized by the given automaton:
I Lemma 1 ([3]). There are simple constructions that
given a backward deterministic Büchi automaton, yield a backward deterministic Büchi
automaton recognizing the complement of the language recognized by the given automaton,
given two backward deterministic Büchi automata, yield a backward deterministic Büchi
automaton recognizing the intersection (and union) of the language recognized by the given
automata.
The same is true for backward deterministic generalized Büchi automata.
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The proof of the second claim is an instance of the question how to turn a backward deter-
ministic generalized Büchi automaton into an equivalent backward deterministic automaton,
because by a straightforward product construction one can, given two backward deterministic
Büchi automata, construct a backward deterministic generalized Büchi automaton (with two
Büchi sets) recognizing the intersection of the languages recognized by the given automata.
I Theorem 2 ([3]). For every backward deterministic generalized Büchi automaton with
n states and m Büchi sets there exists an equivalent backward deterministic Büchi automaton
with 2mn states (even if transition conditions are used in the generalized Büchi condition,
that is, if B ⊆ 2S×A×S).
To conclude this section, we explain how the semantic property required of a backward
deterministic ω-automaton can be checked. Let u be a non-empty finite word, say of length n,
and s ∈ S some state. Let s0 = s and si+1 = δ(u(i), si) for i with i < n. Now u is said to be a
loop at s if sn = s and {s0, . . . , sn} satisfies the initial condition, that is, {s0, . . . , sn} ∩B ≠ ∅
or {s0, . . . , sn} ∩B ≠ ∅ for every B ∈ B.
I Lemma 3 ([3]). The semantic requirement (see above) is met if, and only if, every
non-empty finite word is a loop at exactly one state. This can be checked in polynomial time.
3 Completeness
The fundamental theorem on backward deterministic automata is:
I Theorem 4 ([3]). Every regular ω-language is recognized by a backward deterministic Büchi
automaton. More precisely, for every ordinary (forward) non-deterministic Büchi automaton
with n states there exists an equivalent backward deterministic Büchi automaton with at most(12n)n states.
This theorem is due to Carton and Michel, as stated above. In their paper [3], Carton
and Michel describe two different proofs. Another proof can be found in the book [11] by
Perrin an Pin an yet another proof is given in [19].
The starting point for most of these proofs is an analysis of accepting runs (run DAGs)
of ordinary Büchi automata.
4 Application to temporal logic
Backward deterministic ω-automata go very well with temporal logic—this is explained in
the rest of this paper.
We consider both future-only linear-time temporal logic and future/past linear-time
temporal logic. That is, we consider formulas which are built from propositional variables
such as p and q using boolean operators and the temporal operators X (next), F (eventually),
G (globally), U (until) for the future-only logic and these operators plus their past counterparts
(←ÐX , ←ÐF , ←ÐG , and ←ÐU ) for the future/past logic.
A typical formula is
GFp ,
which is to be read “always eventually p” (see above) and which means p holds infinitely
often when the domain of time is, for instance, the canonical order of the natural numbers. In
fact, in this paper we interpret temporal formulas in finite words or ω-words. The positions
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of such a word form the domain of time, the symbol at a position is a set of propositional
(boolean) variables, exactly those variables that are true in the position. For instance, we
have
{p}{q}{p}{q} . . . ⊧ GFp , {q}{}{q}{} . . . /⊧ GFp .
4.1 From formulas to automata and back
There is a fundamental result on temporal logic and finite-state automata which says that a
regular language of finite words is expressible in future-only or future/past temporal logic
if, and only if, it is recognized by a counter-free automaton [6, 5, 9, 16]. Here, a state s
is a mod-n counter for a non-empty finite word u in a given finite-state automaton with a
transition function denoted δ if the states s0, s1, . . . , sn defined by δ(si, u) = si+1 for every
i < n are all distinct and s0 = sn holds.
For example, consider the formula from above, which on finite words says that p holds in
the last position, and a forward deterministic automaton for this language:
¬p
p
p
¬p
There is no counter in this automaton, because every word that leads from the left to the
right state ends in {p} and every word that leads from the right to the left state ends
in {}.—Observe that we do not really attach symbols to the transitions in the diagram, but
propositional formulas. Each such formula represents the variable assignments (which are
the real symbols) that satisfy it.
For proving the two directions of the above result it is easier to work with backward
deterministic automata than with ordinary (forward) deterministic automata, or, alternatively,
with past temporal formulas instead of future temporal formulas: the straightforward
translation of future temporal formulas into non-deterministic automata [17], where the
automaton guesses for each subformula where it is true in the given word and where it is not
true, yields a backward deterministic automaton, even a backward deterministic counter-free
automaton. For the other direction, from backward deterministic counter-free automata to
future temporal formulas, a nested inductive argument can be used, see [18].
For ω-languages, that is, for future-only temporal logic on ω-words, similar techniques
can be applied when working with backward deterministic (generalized) Büchi automata and
a corresponding result holds:
I Theorem 5 ([20]). An ω-language is expressible in future temporal logic if, and only if, it
is recognized by a counter-free backward deterministic (generalized) Büchi automaton.
In the inductive proof of the more difficult direction, from automata to formulas, the
corresponding result on finite words is used.
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Here is the result of the straightforward translation of the formula GFp from above:
GFp, Fp, p
GFp, Fp, ¬p
FG¬p, Fp, p
FG¬p, Fp, ¬p FG¬p, G¬p, ¬p
p
¬p
p¬p
p
¬p
p¬p p ¬p
This automaton is, in fact, a backward deterministic Büchi automaton, and it is counter-free
for similar reasons as in the previous example.—Note that the usual construction for turning
a formula into an automaton results in a generalized Büchi condition with as many Büchi
sets as there are F and U subformulas. So, here, we would expect two such sets, but these
two are equivalent to the one given in the diagram.
4.2 Separated formulas
For future/past temporal formulas, there is no syntactic restriction on nesting future and
past modalities. For instance,
F(q ∧←ÐX←ÐG p) (1)
is, indeed, a formula. It is to be read “currently or sometime in the future q holds and p
holds all the time before”.
Here is a small diagram illustrating the property:
q q . . . q q q q q . . . q q p . . . ,
where the box denotes the present.
Obviously, the property can also be phrased “q holds all the time in the past and q holds
until p holds sometime in the future or p holds currently”. The corresponding formula is←ÐG q ∧ qUp . (2)
This formula is such that past and future modalities are not nested. It is even true that
the formula is a boolean combination of pure past, pure future and present (propositional)
formulas.—When this is the case one says that a formula is separated.
A fundamental theorem by Gabbay states that every future/past temporal formula is
equivalent to a separated one [4], see also [5]. In the following, it is explained how this result
can be proved for the natural numbers using backward deterministic Büchi automata.
Unlike with future-only temporal formulas, which are usually interpreted in the first
position of an ω-word, future/past formulas are interpreted in any position of an ω-word, as
we have just seen. So the view that such a formula defines a set of ω-words is not appropriate
anymore. Rather, it assigns to each position in an ω-word a truth value, namely whether or
not the formula is true in that position. Formally, we can think of such a formula to define a
function Aω → {0,1}ω, where A is the underlying alphabet, for instance 2{p,q}.
From an automata-theoretic perspective, this requires a different automaton model. In
fact, one would like to have an automaton model which describes, for every given ω-word
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over the right alphabet, an ω-word over {0,1}, encoding where the formula in question is
true, or, in other words, the value of the above function for this ω-word.
An appropriate automaton model one can work with is that of bimachine [15, 1]. A
bimachine is given by
a forward deterministic semi-automaton (no final state set) on finite words,
a backward deterministic semi-automaton (no final state set) on ω-words, and
a function λ∶Q ×A × S → {0,1}.
Such a bimachine defines, indeed, a function Aω → {0,1}ω. We describe how the value for
some ω-word u is determined. Let us denote this value by w—recall that w is an ω-word over
the alphabet {0, 1}. Let i ∈ ω be any position. Then there is a unique state that the forward
automaton assumes after having read the prefix u(0)...u(i − 1), say q. Similarly, there is a
unique state that the backward deterministic semi-automaton assumes after having read the
suffix u(i + 1)u(i + 2) . . . , say s. Now, w(i) = λ(q, u(i), s).
In other word, we let run the two automata from the start and the end of the word to
the position in question and then combine the resulting states with the symbol of u at that
position in order to determine the symbol of w at the same position:
q0u(0)q1u(1)q2 . . . u(i − 1)qi , w(i) = λ(qi, u(i), s0) , s0u(i + 1)s1u(i + 2) . . . .
The fundamental theorem now is:
I Theorem 6 ([20]). A function Aω → {0, 1}ω is expressible in future/past temporal logic if,
and only if, it is realized by a counter-free bimachine.
Here, counter-free means that the forward and the backward automaton are counter-free.
The direction from left to right can be proved by an inductive argument where the
inductive step involves an involved automata-theoretic construction.
The other direction follows from the fact that counter-free automata on finite words and
backward deterministic counter-free Büchi automata define temporal properties. In fact, the
prove yields immediately:
I Corollary 7 ([4, 5]). Every future/past temporal formula is equivalent to a separated
formula.
4.3 Effective characterizations of temporal logic and its fragments
The crucial ingredient of temporal logic are its temporal operators. Therefore, questions like
“Can a given property be expressed
without X?”
with F only?”
without nesting U?”
by nesting U at most k times?”
are obvious questions to be asked. A similar question is: “Is a given regular ω-language
definable in temporal logic at all?”—Backward deterministic ω-automata are a good means
for designing corresponding decision procedures.
To describe appropriate decision criteria, we need some more preparation. We need
to introduce a congruence relation on the state space of a given backward deterministic
(generalized) Büchi automaton and to explain the notion “pattern”.
Assume we are given a backward deterministic (generalized) Büchi automaton. Then
this automaton has a deterministic transition function, say δ∶S ← A × S and a final state
set I ⊆ S. We define an equivalence relation denoted ≡ on S by: s ≡ s′ iff for every u ∈ A∗,
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δ(u, s) ∈ I iff δ(u, s′) ∈ I. In a certain sense, this is a left congruence: whenever s ≡ s′,
then δ(u, s) ≡ δ(u, s′) for every u ∈ A∗. Therefore, we can factor the transition function δ
through ≡. That is, a function δ≡∶S/≡← A × S/≡ can be defined by
δ≡(a, s/≡) = δ(a, s)/≡ . (3)
An almost immediate consequence of Theorem 5 is the following characterization of
temporal logic:
I Theorem 8. An ω-language recognized by a backward deterministic (generalized) Büchi
automaton with reverse transition function δ is definable in temporal logic if, and only if, the
quotient transition function δ/≡ does not have a counter.
This answers the last question of the ones posed above. To show how the answer to one
of the other question looks like, we consider F expressibility—the second question. We ask
whether a given temporal property is expressible in the fragment of future temporal logic
where F is the only temporal operator.
To describe an appropriate answer we need the notion “pattern”. Here is an example of a
pattern:
a
a
uv
Such a graph is interpreted in the transition graph induced by a transition function δ.
Symbols like a and b are variables for elements of the alphabet, symbols like u and v are
variables for words over the alphabet, and full circles stand for distinct (!) states. So a
backward deterministic automaton matches the above pattern if there are states s0, s1, s2,
and s3 such that the following is true:
there is a symbol a ∈ A such that s3 = δ(a, s2) and s0 = δ(a, s1);
there is some u ∈ A∗ such that s2 = δ(u, s1) and there is some v ∈ A∗ such that s1 = δ(v, s2);
the states s0 and s3 are distinct.
Another way to put this is to say that there are states s1 and s2 in the same strongly
connected component of the transition graph induced by δ and a symbol a ∈ A such that
δ(a, s1) ≠ δ(a, s2).
So Theorem 8 can be rephrased as follows.
I Theorem 9 (Theorem 8 rephrased). An ω-language recognized by a backward deterministic
(generalized) Büchi automaton with reverse transition function δ is definable in temporal
logic if, and only if, the quotient transition function δ/≡ does not have one of the following
patterns.
. . .
Recall the notion “loop” from above. In order to be able to state the criterion for F
expressibility in a concise fashion, we need some more notation. When u ∈ A+, we write uÁ
for the state at which u is a loop. We also need the notation occ(u) to denote the set of
symbols occurring in a word u.
Now, the criterion for F expressibility is as follows.
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I Theorem 10 ([12]). A temporal property is expressible in the F fragment of future temporal
logic if, and only if, the following holds for any backward deterministic automaton for the
ω-language defined by the property.
1. The quotient transition function δ/≡ does not have one of the following patterns.
a
a
uv
a a
2. For all non-empty finite words u and v over the respective alphabet, if u(0) = v(0) and
occ(u) = occ(v), then uÁ = vÁ.
Observe that the second pattern states that the property is stutter-invariant: if an ω-word
results from another ω-word by compressing or deflating chunks consisting of the same
symbol, then either both words are accepted or neither one of them. This is an obvious
requirement because the operator F is stutter-invariant.
5 Open problems
For several of the constructions with backward deterministic (generalized) Büchi automata,
the exact complexity is not known. For instance, it would be good to have a reasonable upper
bound for the translation of a future/past temporal formula into a counter-free bimachine.—
Unlike with future-only temporal logic, the automata-theoretic constructions are involved.
In fact, one step in the corresponding construction incurs an exponential blowup.
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